Panel Description

From Participatory Design to Democracy:
Social Change as Both Cause and Effect

Participatory design has larger significance than the creation of better information systems. The way we build information systems—in fact, almost all systems—impacts both the system and the environment in which it operates. This panel will explore the democratic implications of participatory technology design to both private and public sector organizations, from the perspective that at the core of participatory design are values and visions that can help rejuvenate our decision-making processes and government institutions.

Just as participatory concepts can contribute to a progressive and humanistic social agenda in our workplaces and society, the success of larger democratic movements in our society will significantly impact the spread of meaningful participatory design methodologies in the field of system development.

This interactive situation places participatory design in the middle of wide-ranging current debates on how to solve the United States's current economic and political crises. From R&D policy to factory floor procedures, from economic development strategies to union-management relationships, the panel will examine the way participatory design is part of a much larger unfolding of events.
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